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Bon Amoeba is a single lyric poem comprised of unnumbered segments. It is enunciated in the first 

and second person by female speaker to her best friend. The setting of the poem is the proximate 

future, when the current environmental deterioration has advanced significantly. Crop failure has 

lead to widespread famine. The poem’s speaker and addressee are neighbors as well as lifelong 

friends, and are attempting agriculture for the first time. After several failed tries, they take off on a 

trip to visit a seed bank where they hope to find more hardy breeds of seeds. In this creative thesis, 

I wanted to explore the lyric “you” and work how a poem might “[evoke] overtones of love without 

destroying love’s life-giving vulgarity, and sustaining the poet’s feelings towards the poem while 

preventing love from distracting him into feeling about the person” (O’Hara). Or, I wanted to 

better understand how to write poetry that focuses on language (the universal) without completely 

forsaking my own feelings. I chose to write about a female-to-female friendship because with 

regards to literature, I’m interested in valuing relationships alternative to romance. The poem 

therefore is an attempt to address current global and personal concerns of mine, as well as an 

exercise in style and craft. 



! 1!

Burnt hair smell wafts through the screen door. My friend’s dog’s paws clatter around my ankles. I 
nearly tread on a snake on the way over, thinking. In her room, the girl is dead again. The burning 
comes from a flat iron left on. At some point, it isn’t about loving a person. We used to read 
stories about the magic children of unhappy marriages. The magic child of this friendship hasn’t 
appeared. I switch off the iron and arrange the room. By the bed I leave a letter, water and a little 
sack of seeds. Then I lock the door and leave. Tomorrow, I’m going to dig up my dad. 
 
  



! 2!

 
 
Grapefruit flower  
skinned tree pollen  
the first close morning. 
 
A radio man tints the kitchen. 
I wander in the yard to find root 
& fortunate mint.  
 
My bike’s a sad pet – 
it sags, flat the door.  
Rain, fish, lucid street lights. 
 
I imagine they exist on the coast. 
You’re mean when you’re sad. 
 
My sleep flings its feet at the windows  
while I envision my limbs freckled in blue.  
We replicate correct posture, tones, 
aloe and sand washes. 
 
I’d hazard the coast makes more sense,  
but we inhabit an arid interior.  
I inhabit my sweat.  



! 3!

We had a plan to paint ourselves a secret hutch.  
So how did we end up anxious? We strayed  
into some prodigious chemical, a special breed of cleaner. 
 
I remember in a museum 
of miniatures, we talked. 
You quipped: 
 
why do very little houses 
work well for us, do you think? 
They take little time  
to trim. 
 
You laugh at the display 
of replica. I am puzzled  
by the love & contempt 
you hold for small things: 
 
your bees, your beestings, 
the seeds you would save. 
 
In the lot garden  
lizard skin light plays in the aloe. 
I don’t want to explain it.  
I don’t want to speak this in English. 
 
It’s a drought. We remain to bust the rails  
& fuck the fields up. We argue over the garden weeds – 
I suggest tomato bugs, you say 
not likely. 
  



! 4!

 
I do want for you to be better.  
My letter in strewn letters –  
maybe anger dries faster. My mother  
 
feeding gin to her work-fire,  
our fathers cellared away, slam moonshine.  
Our ticks born of their ticks.  
 
Still we have patterns to follow,  
shufflepuck at the dive bar, laundry,  
feeding the man, then sneaking pizza –  
 
you mend another leather shoe, and me at the sink  
with my bon ami. Our patterns unravel  
like inoculants  
like touch screens. 
 
Stay with me though. 
I am beaming you along. 



! 5!

I am strategic in what I sign up for. 
I peel sleep from the back door. 
 
I wish I could punch the panes  
& then just shed my arms 
that my skin could dull me into the darkened porch. 
You are mean when the light is bad. 
 
I want not to feel like pitching you through a glass door. 
The shelves in your room, like the shelves in my room – 
 
honestly, we are unalike.  
We foisted nerves at one another. 
We devised a defense against dresses, but finally 
give in and paint up.  
 
Hell, if we could avoid it – I fixate I know, 
You can take me to task for that. 
My sister is exquisite, though. 
 
But you and I don’t fight, 
we refract. 
 
Between us, 
our rows sewn in gravel lots, 
and the wind shudders a furl 
from a few shoots. 
  



! 6!

Two girls who look like boys. Two girls in the mud plucking roaches from stones. They don’t 
stammer about hands, toes. They have a black snake and a tortoise in a wire box, until they build a 
better enclosure. After sunset at a small lake they watch the lake its toads. We’ll say one is tanned 
and the other is small, but one might be enormous and the other grey. Who knows that? And who 
minds. The girls invent a tea, a bleach, a series of underwater tunnels. History pings around their 
toes like alewives in a flooded arroyo. The sand chafes but they’re safe & writing a hideaway. No 
sun colors their covers yet.   



! 7!

My house leaps out 
of the dark. 
I cast about the kitchen for work 
for rinds to toss in the bin. 
 
A dumpster thumps  
in the alley way. 
The man  
moves on. 
 
Let’s bounce this city. 
It’s selfish, complicated but 
since I pitched mine out, 
 
I wanted your pet gnaw  
to lend us as an exit. 
That is, I hoped 
 
you’d furnish my plan to get out. 
You approached rib & cheekbone,  
and somehow 
 
I only hammered on  
through the morning 
We need to eat, 
 
we need sienna beads and seeds that keep. 
The lentil bowl looks empty  
and full of panic. 
 
We will hide: sure, I am convinced 
we’re winning but – 
whole, but bereaved of the sunburned men  
from the lot, rooting new blooms – 
 
I allow the heather to wither. 
Our samples escape – 
the sample you sent 
 
 
 



! 8!

from a gas station, the sample 
hid in a window cage 
slipped to keep us asleep.  
 
Threading weeds  
to shore up  
the thorn wattle fence. 
  



! 9!

To dig him up, I only need a few bone folders and a beaker of water. And by dig up, I mean bring 
again back to our new dry white planet. On this scarce morning with my coffee I poke my yard 
with a fork and watch ants mind the stones. Who turned our parents into beetles? Who came up 
with that? To dig him up I turn red in the sun. Across the road, you do the same: we gear up by 
waving trowels at each other over the fence. Your bees are warm again. I get sunstroke but it is 
good to see you. I prod that dirt. It could be shaped up, on Mars, on the moon, at the bottom of a 
deep pond, but here it huffs up under my boots like a short laugh. 
 
  



! 10!

 
A doctor scrapes a body saw 
against the clinic stone. 
 
I stammer at the doorstep, 
or else we’re on the road – 
 
Orange men scrub pasted signs 
off the archive wall.  
Wednesday means  
 
you and me and my sister 
hide inside our earbuds and find rice  
at the Arab’s corner store. 
 
A bag  
of marzy meal  
molds on the shelf. 
 
Mad, where she lives in Banktown,  
my sister the former surgeon 
ascends a stairwell.  
 
It was gin  
on Granny’s porch  
and fungus from the crawlspace.  
 
You and I planted our house by the wall 
& rain in the grapefruit  
& kids filed in the trailer 
banging around too early.  
 
Our neighbors were a bruised rib, 
a sore back 
a trade of lime 
for brass words.  
 
It was flipped 
that city, cart camps and suspects. 
Time to split tomorrow. 
 



! 11!

Open a window,  
my sleep’s upset 
and man 
 
quit yanking the caps from your phials 
quit arranging the petris, right?  
Take over for me,  
I’m tired. 
 
Shoes piled under her sills, my sister relates: 
I think chaos is the cure,  
but that’s squared away on vault shelves, 
 
where they don’t need for ornament, 
where mother’s work unfolds  
& kicks up the ice. 
 
My sister is saying: 
quit your imagining. 
This is no enigma, it’s need. 
& back to sorting the grain. 
 
Help me keep the catalogs clear, ok? 
 
We’ll eat corn 
and we’ll eat bung root, but 
 
we won’t eat the little grey geckos 
stuck to the milked up glass. 
  



! 12!

News is that a fence caught fire 
near the empty drainage basin. 
It almost took the market. 
 
One suspects arson. I suspect my sister. 
We throw mallow jelly and scarves 
in a duffel & lock up. 
 
Forget my sad bike. 
After the train station, 
then the fallow marzy field. 
 
This time the train 
too packed for our bags 
 
the boat cold  
no gin or ginger 
 
the canvas of your pack strap 
pulls my shoulder skin 
but you finally sleep 
everywhere in the corner  
 
between a girl  
and her hunched mother. 
Remember you won the race in the cactus, though? 
 
The spine sting in my legs – not clever, 
just scarry and fixable.   
Man these days, 
 
if in place of a warm stone skin 
we had splintery hide 
or in place of spines 
vapor. 
 
Anything to stay safe, you know? 
You need a map, a man, 
or a friend? 
As my sister says – oh, or. 
 



! 13!

Your crates arrive. 
A delivery man stacks them 
on the porch steps. 
 
I picture fields packed  
with bails the color of bung mites. 
 
It’s you and me  
and the man with his form 
on the porch. You sign 
 
while I hoist the crates inside 
on my hips. We dig through tissue 
plant spines & papers to edify 
 
hunger, shallow swimming 
brain problems. 
 
You think to stutter a start 
from the land, order cultivars online. 
Nice, but I do fine on my own 
in my radiator body. 
 
Bugs. A fog muddles around 
in the yard. 
 
Hungry dumpster 
guys creep around all evening. 
 
Dig up the shallots  
hide in the sumac, 
I’m in the weeds, stuck under a fence 
while you hang curtains.  
 
My signal has fallen 
short in the bosque wind. 
 
My point is that you, 
twin of a parallel wire, 
are pinned to a lake. 
 



! 14!

You recede in the green,  
you planetless moon. 
 
  



! 15!

A forest border field edge 
strapped in flannel light 
 
the rangers in bloom 
 
I don’t have data 
so keep the map handy. 
I wish the hole in your throat 
were an apple. 
 
A field of flattened 
ancient tongue-plants. 
 
Ahead they line up 
& examine us as we pass in our truck tent. 
 
A wheel pops off. 
We break out the beer, 
pitch stakes in the banks, 
 
wait 
in the yellowing dark. 
 
Who left you burning tonight, 
feather? Anyway, shut the rain out. 
 
At five in the morning 
some bird 
incurs a raptor’s ire. 
 
On the edge  
of our sheltering desert, 
I kick my numb boots 
 
at our truck tires 
& you count out Pusser’s phials. 
We have sixteen of thirty samples. 
 
I stand at the crag 
and muddle the badlands  
by crossing my eyes. 



! 16!

 
Grey in the early husab sun. 
Wet paper dregs  
dragged miles out. 
 
Rusks for breakfast. 
We make our search work  
and the work stretches and wraps out 
from the dry chill. 
 
The forest chugs forward  
and the desert caps us back  
with a cut of speckled air.  
 
Next time we begin 
we hear crested foals in the rock. 
 



! 17!

Your onions had finally begun to flower 
a moment before we left town. 
 
Tonight in the desert  
after pitching camp, we list  
our plants. 
 
The onions, my dad,  
a few dogs, gecko foot,  
globe mallow,  
beans, bung root,  
plastic bags.  
 
You still have nice hands  
after days in the dunes  
& I watch you tear  
 
dry laurel leaves for the stew. 
We are pleased with memories  
& you are pleased with your cooking.  
 
You’re here now for a minute.  
Night alights and no city  
glazes it out.  
 
You ebb   
I parcel sands  
in the old river. 
 
  



! 18!

 
A perch tagged for surveillance 
twitches on the deckboards 
below, Lake Kimball 
 
collects facts. 
If you focus on the coffee, 
I’ll prep the lentils. 
 
I catch sight of my legs  
and I’m a sofa, 
leather  
slid under palms. 
 
I doubt for you, 
how the alien laid over us figures, 
bee-like, lie-filled. 
  



! 19!

The letters I write  
finish unsaid  
& question the page.  
 
What is large? Where’d you  
learn to hoard landraces?  
 
Tomorrow we may approach another dune,  
a vacant lake  
or turn aside,  
to the gullies.  
 
We might collect wanted specimens.  
Maybe I’ll catch you a beetle.  
I have spent mornings on the same two red-wings.  
 
You are unkept when rubble lodges.   
We reckon to be people man wants,  
or we run cacti  
through the wires.  
 
In the sheltering desert  
we will write either end  
or both on boulders  
& seek that site to stand 
dad’s tomb. 
 
 


